REVIEW – THE GRAND BUDAPEST HOTEL

Good – 27





OK – 7

Quirky and had me tittering throughout. I recommended it to my jolly
Hungarian pharmacist this morning.
What a romp; the whole thing flew along at a dazzling pace. Just enough
menace to give it substance. I enjoyed this film a lot.
Outstanding. One of the funniest films I have seen in ages.
I couldn't go due to illness but I had seen the film before and had liked it
enough to have had plans to see it again. I thought it was good with many
undertones.
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I found it bizarre albeit quite funny in
parts, just like Will Hay/Benny
Hill/Keystone Kops.
Some amusing moments. Once
again, please can the 'announcer' at
the beginning
of the evening use the microphone (I
am sure we are not the only people
who are 'hard of hearing'!

















Brought a smile to my face, just what I needed.
I found “The Grand Budapest Hotel” an enjoyable film; imaginative, funny
and thought provoking. There was a flavour of Roald Dahl there; perhaps an
influence from an earlier project? However, at various points in the film, it
became just a little too grotesque for comfort. As a whole it was vaguely
reminiscent of the 70’s comedy series “Ripping Yarns.” Thanks to the
programming committee for another excellent selection.
What a good film. The two leads held one's attention and the sets were
stupendous!
The film was delightfully entertaining. The verbal pyrotechnics of Gustav
were wonderful. James Bond meets Noel Coward!
Very quirky and good fun. I love films where you can play "spot the cameo!”
I wasn`t sure what to expect and it had its funny moments.
First rate entertainment
A stylish film dealing with great emotional issues in a deceptively witty way!
I thought that The Grand Budapest Hotel was most enjoyable, so a 'Good',
thank you.
It was light hearted entertainment.
Rather unusual but we both enjoyed the story and characters.
Charming. Imaginative, - beautiful, creative, stunning settings. Superb
acting – what more can I say. Thank you for showing us this film.
Verging on the excellent. Loved the toboggan sequence chase and
aftermath: cartoony aspects and very funny. Great stylised interiors.
Brilliant! Thoroughly enjoyed it.
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Found the film interesting, could have
done without the F word which was
over used. Visually splendid, the
music was good, especially at the
end. Shame most of the audience left
before the amusing and jolly end of
credits. Think I fall into the indifferent
category!



Thought the film was OK from the
enjoyment level but not good, but it
has had some excellent reviews since
its release. There were some
humorous bits throughout but it
wasn't gripping. There are some
great Ralph Fiennes films out there ~
though this is the first comedy I've
seen him in. And it was
completely different from anything I've
read by Stephan Zweig.
Ok for a wet Sunday afternoon at
home, but doubt whether I'd bother to
go out on a wet night and pay to see
it!
Not as good as first time saw it.





